Abstract. In this paper we give characteristic class formulae for all semicharacteristic classes of all compact, closed manifolds with finite fundamental groups. These invariants are identified with elements in certain odd L-groups, and exactly which elements occur is specified. An appendix calculates the cohomology of the model groups needed. A second appendix determines the structure of the L-groups needed.
The Euler characteristic of an odd-dimensional manifold is zero; a natural substitute is a semicharacteristic-an alternating sum of the homology up to the middle dimension. Study of semicharacteristics was initiated by Kervaire [K] who examined their role in differential topology and geometry. The first semicharacteristic bordism invariant was introduced by DeRham. It turns out k Xx/2(M2k+X;K) = ¿(-l)'d¡ffl(ff¿(*f;A)j i=i is dependent on the characteristic of the field K and is not a bordism invariant. However, if k is even then the difference DR(M) = xxll(M ; Q) -Xl/2(M ; F2) mod 2 is an invariant of the oriented bordism group ß2*+i • Characteristic class formulae for this invariant were given in [L-M-P] . Equivariant bordism invariants were introduced by Lee [L] and studied by Stong [S] . If a group G acts on an orientable manifold M, define the orientation character w:G^{±l}, by w(g) = +1 if and only if g is orientation-preserving. An action of G with orientation character w is called a (G, w)-acXion. Let Cln(G,w) denote the bordism group of closed oriented manifolds with a free (G,ifj)-action; an element is zero if it is the boundary of a compact manifold with a free (G ,w)-action. If G is a finite group acting on a manifold M of dimension 2k + 1 and K is a field of characteristic prime to |C7|, then let This problem also arises naturally from the point of view of modern surgery theory. Ranicki's symmetric signature [R] gives a map o' :Çïn(G,w)^Ln(lG,w).
If one composes this with the natural change of rings map
Ln(lG,w)^Ln (KG,w) the composite can be identified with X\n f°r n odd. In fact this map factors through L"(Z[s]G,w) where Z[s] is the polynomial ring with the involution given as s -* 1-5. The philosophy of [M-O, M] , is that while Ln(TG,w) represents the universal algebraic bordism invariants, L"(l[s]G,w) represents the universal computable algebraic bordism invariants, at least for G a finite group. In accordance with that philosophy this paper completes the analysis of Ln(Z[s]G ,w) (see [M-O] and Appendix 2 of this paper) and the image of Q"(G, w) (see [M] , and the theorems below).
Our main results can be stated as follows. is injective where the sum is over all surjections n : G-+Z/2 x Z/4 such that the orientation character of G factors through the map Z/2 x Z/4-*{±l} given above.
Thus we need only analyze the cases of (G,w) -(Z/2,1) or Z/2 x Z/4-. In each case L" = Z/2 for « = 1 (mod 4). (For (G,w) = (Z/2,1) we can identify #1/2(AZ;Q) with ¿1/2(Af ;Q) e Z/2.) The computation of /,,2 in these cases is easily deduced from the work of Dupont and Lusztig [D-L] . The result is Theorem C. Let M" represent an element of Cln(G,w), n = 1 (mod 4) and f: M/G-+BG denote the classifying map.
(i) If (G ,w) = (Z/2 ,1) and e e H (Z/2 ; F2) represents a generator then Xl/2(M;q) = {wn_l(M/G)Uf*(e), [M/G] ), where wn_x(M/G) is the (n -l)th Stiefel-Whitney class of M.
(ii) If (G,w) = Z/2 x Z/4" and nx : Z/2 x Z/4->Z/2 denotes the projection, then xl/2(M;Q) = {wn_i(M/G)\J(BXtof)'(e), [M/G] ).
As an example if n = 1 (mod 4) then Ln(Q[(Z/2)m], 1) = (Z/2)2'""' but the image of the semicharacteristic is (Z/2)w . Thus the possible semicharacteristics are quite limited. If m = 2, we recover the result that Z/2 x Z/2 cannot act freely on Mn if Xi/2(M , Q) is odd.
We conjecture that the three theorems above remain true if one replaces "closed manifold" by "Poincaré duality complex", but we cannot prove this at this time.
The method of proof of the theorems above is similar to that of the "oozing conjecture" [M, Ml, M2, . One plays off the fact that Sln(G,w) is a generalized homology theory, with induction theory results about L"(KG). First an easy transfer argument (see [S] ) allows one to reduce to 2-groups. Then the induction theory of [H-T-W] allows one to reduce to certain special 2-groups, the u;-model groups. The cohomology of these groups is calculated in Appendix 1, allowing a further reduction to particular 2-groups. Then a second application of induction theory and the cohomology calculations allows one to reduce to the two special cases of Theorem C above, which have to be analyzed separately. In a sequel to this paper we will apply our results to study free actions of elementary 2-groups on products of spheres. We completely determine the rational representations which arise from a free action on a manifold having the rational homology of a product of spheres.
Preliminaries
Our goal is to study the semicharacteristic bordism invariant defined for n odd, Xi/2:£ln(G;w)^Ln (QG,w) .
In this section we give the definition of X\n » develop the bordism theory we need and discuss the algebraic computation of the L-groups. Definition 1.1. Let n = 2k + 1 be odd and K afield of characteristic prime to \G\. If V is a finitely generated KG-module, V* = HomK(V ,K) is given the structure of a KG-module by (g-(f>)(v) = w(g)4>(g~x v). Define Ln(KG,w) to be the free abelian group with Generators. [V] , which are the isomorphism classes of finitely generated KGmodules V so that V = V*. Relations.
Remarks, (i) More generally, if A is a semisimple ring with involution, the group L"h(A) can be shown to be the group with generators and relations as above. These groups have exponent 2 since V © V* = 2V admits the standard symmetric or skew-symmetric hyperbolic form. Here KG is given the involution x(Y^agg) = ¿Zw(g)agg~l ■
(ii) R. Lee [L] defined groups RSp K(G,w) and R0 K(G,w). The groups L"(KG,w) inject to these groups when « = 1 or 3 (mod 4) respectively.
(iii) All L-groups in this paper are the Lh or L -groups, unless otherwise indicated. Definition 1.2. Given an action of G on M + with orientation character w one defines the surgery semicharacteristic (KG,w) . ¿=o
In the case of a free action we will also use the notation X\n{M/G;KG).
R. Lee [L] showed that this gives a well-defined bordism invariant. From the viewpoint of modern surgery theory this map is obtained by taking the symmetric signature of M in L"h(ZG), then pushing it forward to Lnh(KG) and then identifying this group with Ln(KG ,w) and the image of the symmetric signature with the surgery semicharacteristic (see [D-R] for example).
The group Qn(G,w) has (at least) three geometric interpretations. First, as above, it is the bordism group of closed oriented «-manifolds with free enaction and orientation character w . Alternatively, let C be the pullback of the canonical line bundle y over Z?z/,, This induces an isomorphism nm(G,w) = nt+x (D(0,s(0) , where the inverse map is given by making a map /: (W ,dW)-+(D(Ç) ,S(Ç,)) transverse to the zero section and considering /: /~ (BG)-+BG. This third interpretation allows us to use standard facts from oriented bordism theory.
Let i: H-+G be an inclusion of groups. There is a commutative diagram KG,w) where iJV) = KG ®KH V and /"(Af) = G xH M = GxM/(gh,m) ( g, hm). Here {g}xM has the negative orientation if w(g) = -1. There are also restriction maps i* going in the opposite direction defined by restricting the (j-action to an //-action. Now, suppose i: G2-*G is the inclusion of a 2-Sylow subgroup of the group G. Then standard transfer arguments based on the fact that MSO{2) is a wedge of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra show that f>'*: ^n(G,w){2)^iln(G,w){2) is multiplication by \G : G2\ (see [S] for more details). Since L"(G,w) has exponent two for n odd, one deduces Proposition 1.3. Let G act freely on M with orientation character w. Then Xl/2(M;K) = im(xl/2(i*(M);K)). We next review the algebraic computation of Lnh(A) for a semisimple ring (see also [D] Thus we have reproved a result of Davis-Weinberger (see [D] ). Proposition 1.6. If D2 acts freely on a closed oriented manifold of dimension 4k + 1 and trivially on Ht(M;Q), then the rational semicharacteristic of M is even. In particular D2p cannot act freely on a rational homology sphere of dimension 4k + 1.
Abelian groups
For any cyclic group Z/n there is a faithful representation Z/n-► Q(C") where C" is a primitive «th root of unity. A surjection of a group (ß: G-*Z/n thus gives an irreducible representation </>: G-+Q(C"). For G abelian all representations arise in this way:
w= n q(w where S?(G, fê) is the set of surjections of G onto a cyclic group.
Let G be a group with orientation character w : G -* {±1} . Let </>: G->Z/n be a surjection. We have Table 2 
(ii) // (G,w) = Z/2 x Z/4" and nx : Z/2 x Z/4 -♦ Z/2 is the projection, then (i) L3(QG ,w) = 0 for any w .
where S?(G, Z/2) denotes the set of surjections of G onto Z/2.
(iii)//to # 1 and |GJ = 2 then l'(QG,w))-0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (iv) Ifw^l and |GJ > 2 then
Any (f> e S^(G, Z/2) can be expressed as a sum
where the indices a¡((j>) are 0 or 1, and not all zero. Let (M ,f) e Çl4k+X(G, 1). The characteristic class formula for ^t(^,,2(Ai;QG)) e L (QG, 1) = Z/2 is given by [M] ).
On the other hand, if Mi is a lens space with fundamental group G(, and the classifying map for the universal covering is M-+Z?C and fi is the composite
with a basis given by the M¡ above. In particular this shows that the possible homology of manifolds of dimension 4k + 1 equipped with a free orientation preserving action of an abelian group is quite restricted. A way of rephrasing the above is that for elementary 2-groups G, the semicharacteristics that arise are precisely those in the kernel of all restriction maps i*:LX(QG,l)^Lx (QH,l) where H is a proper subgroup of G.
In the case where w / 1 and \Gn\ > 2, an analysis similar to the previous case can be given. In this case the image of the semicharacteristic map is isomorphic to (Z/2)"" with a basis given by the (M¡, f¡), / = 1,2 , ... , n -1.
For general abelian groups G= G2x Godd it is easily shown that L2"+1(QG,íí;) = L2"+1 (QG2, u; |C2) so that no new information can be gained.
Example 2.7. For G -Z/2 x Z/2 it was previously known that for (M,f)eQ4k+x(G,l), the ordinary rational semicharacteristic was zero (mod 2). (So, for example, Z/2 x Z/2 cannot act freely on any rational homology sphere.) We see this by restricting to any proper Z/2-subgroup of G. Indeed, it was a desire to fully understand this phenomenon which motivated the current paper.
Following Davis-Weinberger [D] , we deduce Theorem 2.8. Let G be a finite group acting freely on a closed orientable manifold M + whose ordinary rational semicharacteristic is odd. If G acts trivially on H¡(M ; Q) for i <2k, then G is the product of a cyclic 2-group and a group of odd order.
Proof. First note that the action must be orientation preserving. Indeed if / is an orientation-reversing map, then the Lefschetz number of / is twice the semicharacteristic.
Since w = 1, we already know by 1.6 and 2.9, that G is not equal to D2 (p an odd prime) or Z/2 x Z/2. If we set W to be the largest class of finite groups such that (i) HcGe&^HeW, (ii) GeW, H normal in G^G/He&, (iii) D2p , Z/2 x Z/2 do not belong to %, then & is the set of groups which are the product of a cyclic 2-group and a group of odd order (see [D] ). The theorem follows. D
Review of induction theory
In this section we use induction theory to show that the L-groups are detected by certain special groups, the lomodel groups.
The rational representation theory of 2-groups is quite limited Definition 3.1. The basic 2-groups are. cyclic groups Z/2", 2rt-'2 _1 _1 dihedral groups D2" = (x, y\x = y = 1, yxy = x ), n > 4,
semidihedral groupsSD2" = (x , y\x = y = 1, yxy = x ), n > 4, quaternionic groups Q2" = (x , y\x2 = y , yxy~x = x~x), n > 3. There is a unique faithful representation for each of the groups above. Their central role in representation theory is explained by When one worries about the type of the representation one has to be a little more careful. The situation is fairly easy when w = 1, namely the type of V0 is the same as the type of Vk . This is because the type can be read off of Remark. We denote the semidirect product described in 3.7(c) by the symbol Mx6, and discuss its homology in Appendix A. 1.2. The w-basic groups together with the groups in (b) and (c) we call the w-model groups. The cohomology of the w -model groups is computed in Appendix 1, and a table of their types is given in Appendix 3.
3.7 is a formal consequence of the following two facts: For a semisimple ring A with involution we define L2¿+X(A) just as in Definition 1.1 except for leaving out relation (iii). One defines «2"+1(l) = [QG] . Then a3 is trivial because QG admits a nonsingular symmetric form. a, is injective precisely when QG does not admit a nonsingular skewsymmetric form. A simple factor of QG which is not commutative admits a nonsingular skew-symmetric form so we need only concentrate on abelian representations. But by our analysis in §2, the abelianization Ga has a type 0 representation if and only if w factors through Z/4.
The general case
For an abelian group ^4 , let Aw be the ZG-module given by (g ,a)->w(g)a.
For the case of general G it becomes convenient to rephrase the semicharacteristic homomorphism in terms of "index" homomorphisms /7://7(G,Z;'2))^L" (QG,w) natural with respect to induction and transfer maps. Here n is odd and we set / = 0 if n -j is not divisible by 4. For any (M , Here V2t -1 + v2 + v4 His the even part of the total Wu-class of M and C is the line bundle given by w .
Remark. This is a close relative of the formula for the symmetric signature given by Taylor To prove the vanishing of the / 's for j > 1 for a general group G we use a series of reductions. Whenever one has a generation theorem in homology or a detection theorem in L-theory, one can reduce the proof of (a) to smaller groups.
Step 1. It suffices to prove (a) for G a 2-group. (This is because H¿G¿T^)-*H¿G',T^) is onto.)
Step 2. It suffices to prove (a) for the w -model groups. (This follows immediately from the detection theorem.)
Step 3. It suffices to prove (a) for (G,w) = (Z/2,1) or Z/2 x Z/4" .
Indeed if G is a w -model group then either (i) G has no faithful rational representations of the form M2,(K) for some field K, having type 0 or Sp, in which case L2 +1(QG,w) is detected by smaller groups, or
(ii) the odd-dimensional homology is generated by proper subgroups by 4.3 below, or (iii) G is abelian in which case L2k+x(tyG,w) is detected by (Z/2,1) or Z/2 x Z/4" . 
XX/2(M ; QG) = (V2(M) U f(ex), [M])[Q_+] + (V2(M)uf(e2),[M])[Q+_] + (V2(M)U f*(ex + e2) ,[M])[Q__]
+ (V2(M)U f(e2) , [M] )J2lWj].
Appendix 1
The cohomology of the model 2-groups When n is a finite 2-group, there is a correspondence between irreducible (w-twisted) representations and subquotients H -► n M where M runs over certain limited families of model groups. These are the Fontaine models for w trivial, and the "w-basic groups" of Taylor-Williams for w : n -> Z/2 nontrivial. (However, for L-theory reasons we examine the w-model groups, which are the w-basic groups together with two extra groups MX6, and Z/2 x Z/4" , which we study in §A.1.2. In this appendix we calculate H*(M;F2) as M runs over the model groups above. (The mod-2 cohomology of w-model groups which are metacyclic has been computed before, see [Mu, Di, Ru] .) In particular, one result of the calculation is Theorem A.l.0.1. Let M be a w-model group as above with M ^ W2,it , and a e HJ(M ;F2) then there is a subgroup V c M so that r*(a) e HJ(V ;F2) is nonzero. Moreover V is abelian, a quaternion group 02,+,, i > 2, or Z/2 x \¿2i+\ ■ (Here, lV2¡+¡ is a specific model group-and one of the simplest nontrivial ones-which is defined and studied in §A.1.2 of this appendix. Moreover, the only classes which are needed from W2M in terms of representing bordism classes which could carry nontrivial semicharacteristic classes are one twodimensional class and one 5-dimensional class.) We actually need results for the integral homology of certain twisted w-model groups. is free over H2(BH;F2) then £3 = H*(BH;F2)/I ® F2[k2] and d3, d5 are determined by d\>c2) = Sqx(K(G)), d5(K4) = Sq2Sqx(K(G)), from the Serre transgression theorem. This procedure will, in the examples, be almost entirely sufficient. In particular, in all cases, the formula above will show that d =0, and E5 = E^ . But in at least one case, after calculating H*(BG;F2) we will need more delicate information to enable us to understand the various restriction maps r¡: H*(BG;F2) -► H*(BV. ;F2) where the V¡ c G run over all index 2 subgroups.
Lemma A.l.1.1. There is a 1-1 correspondence between line bundles on BG, nonzero elements in H (BG;F2) and index 2 subgroups Vi c G.
(Line bundles are classified by maps into RP°° = K(Z/2,1).
Thus, the set of line bundles is equivalent to the set Hom(G,Z/2), and this set, in turn, is equivalent under the correspondence / -* Ker(/) to the set of index 2 subgroups of G.) But the intersection of these kernels is the ideal generated by bc(b + c), which is 0 in H*(MX6;F2). It follows that these 3 subgroups detect the mod (2) The class represented by ax we call e3 and the image of a we call ex. Hence exc = 0. Restrict to the subgroup Z/2' = {x} , then ex->a, e3-+ab, k4->b , exe3-->0, so exe3 = mce3 + ne , m , n e F2. From this 0 = exe3 = mexce3 + nexc4 = m2c2e3 + mnc5, and it follows that m = 0. Also, 0 = (e^)2 = n c so n = 0 as well. Thus exe3 = 0. Let V c W2M be the subgroup V = Z/2'"1 x Z/2 = {x ,y}, then writing
with dim(d) = 2, we have Lemma A.l.2.5. r*(e,) = 0, r*(c) = f, r*(K4) = d2, r*(e3) = hf2.
Proof. The only thing which is not clear is r*(e3). But we have the cofibration
By^BWiM-,M(Hei), and, since (e,)2 = 0, we have tr(h) = e . Hence tr(f2h) = c tr(h) = c2e = 0. From this f2h e im(r*), and the only thing available to hit it is e3. Note that r*: H4(W2,^;^2) -+ H4(V;F2) is an injection. This implies that Sqx(e3) = 0. Next, note that ker(r*) in dimension 5 is a single copy of F2 with generator exK4, and Sqx(K4) = 0 since otherwise e3 would be an infinite survivor in the Bockstein spectral sequence, which is impossible. Thus SqX(exK4) = 0 and Sq2(e3) = c2e3 + mexK4 , m e F2 . Hence (e})2 = Sq3(e3) = 0, as required.
Finally, restrict again to Z/2'. Then, since Sq2(ab) = ab2 ¿ 0 we see that m above is 1 and we have Sq2(e3) = c2'e3 + exK4 , completing the proof.
Remark. For this group the class exc is in the kernel of the map to all three of the index two subgroups. We have already verified this for {x} and {x ,y}.
The remaining subgroup is {x ,xy} but (xy) =x and so this last subgroup is Z/2' and the result is clear. In particular, exc is not detected on any subgroup of W2M . Hence, also e3exc and these 2 elements multiplied by F2[/c4] are not detected on any subgroups.
A. 1.3. The standard (Fontaine) model groups.
These are the groups which carry the faithful irreducible representations which induce up from subquotients to give all irreducible rational representations on finite 2-groups. They are completely described in §3.1. Their mod(2) cohomology is also well known. We have In particular, the first two subgroups detect Z/*(5Z)2,+1 ; F2). so yzxyz = x andz(yz)z = yz , zxz = x . Thus {x , yz} s SD2,+¡ . Next SD2l+í cD2,+l , as {zx.y}. Similarly 02,+1 c SD2M h as {x,^z},and D2i+\ C ß2,+, f as {x, yz} . These embeddings extend to semidirect product embeddings by adjoining z in all cases, and the lemma follows.
Finally, here is one more isomorphism which is very useful.
Lemma A. 1.4.4. Mx6 s Z)8 , .
Proof. In Ds , consider the generators xz, y , z. Clearly xz -zx, so 2 2 2 3
(xz) = x ,yz -(xz) zy , and y(xz)y = x yzy = xz.
But these are the relations defining Mx6 , and the result follows since both groups have order 16.
A. 1.5. The cohomology of the Taylor-Williams w-basic groups.
We begin with the groups D2,+l , and D2,+, . . These are given as central extensions
with .rv-invariants w + eh (h is dual to the generator z) for fx and for f2 w + (e + f)h. We calculate directly using the spectral sequences for these extensions is an injection.
Proof. r\(e) = 0, r\(f) = (e + f), r,*(A) = h, r\(K4) = k4. Similarly, r2(e) -e + f, r*(f) = e + f, r2(h) = h , r*(K4) = k4 . From this the result follows.
Corollary A. 1.5. A.1.6 The integral results. In this section we first outline the proof of Theorem A. 1.0.2, and then, in somewhat more detail sketch the proof of Theorem A. 1.0.3. They are both fairly direct evaluations based on the use of the Bockstein spectral sequence. Our mod(2) calculations in the previous sections give just enough information to calculate the Zs2-terms in each case, and for some perhaps strange reason, they all basically look the same from E2 on, at least in the untwisted case, while in the twisted case, though there are some unpleasant classes, none of them occur in odd dimensions. A good reference for the naturality, multiplicativity, and calculational properties of the Bockstein spectral sequence is [B] Lemma A.1.6.1. Let <f>: UH cgbh ~~* Bg ^e l^e maPs of classifying spaces induced by the inclusions, and suppose Lemma A.l.6.4. For (G,w) any w-basic group but W2,, the injection of a maximal cyclic group gives an isomorphism of Bockstein spectral sequences from E2 on.
Remark A. 1.6.5. The structure of Et(W2M), (* < 2) is given by
and ß2,-,(ex) = cex, ß2,-t(e3) = 0, so Ei = £(e3)<g>F2[/e4]. Here, ßv(e3) = k4 , so E,+i=Eoo=°-Lemma A.l.6.6. For Mx6 the inclusion Qs = (xy , yz) c Mx6 induces an isomorphism of Bockstein spectral sequences from E2 on.
(The proofs of these lemmas are all the same. One looks at the formulae in §A.1.2 for H*(MX6;F2), and in §A.1.5 for the rest of the groups. One then ignores the polynomial algebra F2[zc4], and calculates the &71-homology of the remaining terms. In each case the resulting homology group consists of single copies of F2 in dimensions 0 and 3. The only remaining step is to check that the term in dimension 3 in fact restricts to the corresponding element in the stated subgroup. For every group but MX6 this is direct from the original names of the elements. For Mx6 first observe, since Z/4 x Z/2 is an index 2 subgroup, that a simple use of transfer-restriction implies that 8 • H*(BM ; Z) = 0. But since the quaternion group described in Lemma 4 has zc4 an element of order 8, it must follow that the e3 for Mx6 maps nontrivially to the corresponding e3 for 0g.)
We turn to the proof of A. 1.0.3, and proceed in order, checking the relevant groups in the table in Appendix 3. The arguments are very similar to those above, the cases Z/2, Z/4", (D2,-, 1) being direct. The Bockstein spectral sequence for (Dv , (x , y)-»( 1,-1)) is determined by its first Wu class, e + f. Thus SqXJA) = SqX(A) + AU(e + f).
From this
Now, the subgroup (x) = Z/2'"1 c Z)2, has trivial orientation character, and it is easily checked that this gives an injection on cohomology. Next are Z)2,+, , , D2M , with Wu class h in both cases. In both cases E2 -0, so the result follows from Lemma A. 1.6.1.
The case (SD2¡, (x, y)-*(-\ ,1)) is more delicate. Here the Wu class is e, and E2 = F2[K4](e ) © F2[K4](e3). But this implies that there is higher integral torsion in homology only in dimensions of the form 4i + 2.
For (SD2¡, (x , y)-*(-l, -1)) the Wu class is c and E2 = 0. For SD2¡+I j-= Z>2,+| , the Wu class is e + f + h in the notation of A. 1.5 since the proof of Lemma A. 1.4.2 shows that 2'+' ,/i ~* ^2'+' ,f, is given explicitly by x--oc, y-+xy , z-+z. We then can easily check for the Z^-term that E2(SD2,+I f¡) = 0.
The case (Q2i+, , ,h-+ -1) is similar. Here again, using the isomorphism D2<+> ,/j -ö2.+i ,/2 ' the Wu class is e + f + h , and as before E2 -0. Finally, for Mx6 the Wu class is a, and again E2 = 0. were studied in [M-O] . Essentially complete answers were given except for L^(Z[s]n) and functors of representations of the form A/n(Q(-l , -1)). We will complete the analysis given in [M-O] where QS is the quotient field and the p run over all t -invariant primes in S. There are two things to note. First, it is not entirely obvious that the decorations above are all h 's. But, since \ e S^ each of the rings S^ is a direct sum of maximal orders, easily seen to be either involution invariant or interchanged in pairs by the involution. Moreover, each summand contributes a copy of Z to K0(Sy,n). Second, from [M-O] primes are generated by irreducible monic polynomials / e Z2 [s] . Since x acts nontrivially on S/(f) = Q2[s]/(/), there are no ramified primes in S over ST. Then a direct application of [Rl, Proposition 7.3, pp. 155] completes the demonstration that the «-decorations are correct.
We have L,(Ss) = Lm(S/pn) for each r-invariant prime, and S/p is a finite dimensional extension field of Q2. Moreover, because p is nonsplit and nonramified t restricted to K = S/p is a nontrivial automorphism with fixed field F c K having index 2.
Thus Kn = ]JMn (K¡) is simply a direct sum of matrix rings over finite extensions of K. If one of these matrix rings is fixed under t , then x\K¡ is nontrivial. Otherwise, the Mn(Ki) are permuted in pairs by x, hence they will contribute nothing to Lt(S n).
In the invariants being rank and discriminant. Consequently, passing to Lt(S/pn) we obtain V , * even, * odd.
with V given by a split exact sequence (Z/2)"(p)-*V->Z/2 where n(p) is the number of summands fixed under x. The elements of (Z/2)"(p) are detected by discriminants. The Z/2 quotient detects the rank. Next, consider QS, the quotient field of S. Since QSn is semisimple (QSn)) is onto, and, since 1 -2s € QS is a unit, and t( 1 -2s) = -( 1 -2s) it follows that *(1 -2s): L'f(QSn) <-► L¡+2(QSn) is an isomorphism. Finally, since d(l -2s). 6 = dB, it follows that L^^QSn) = 0 as well. Thus, the localization sequence gives the exact sequence (A.2.9) Lh2(QSn)®HLh2(S/pn) -\[Lh2(Sp(\/p)n) -Lhx(Sn) -0. p p
As our next step we must calculate L2(S (\/p)n). Note that Sp(l/p) is a field with S a discrete valuation ring and quotient field S/p. Moreover, since p is not ramified p is not a norm in S . By the general theory of complete local rings, if we set Fp = (Sp(l/p))z then (A.2.10) F^/iVt(Sp(l/p)x) = Z/2©Z/2 the first Z/2 generated by (p), and the second by an element o in (Sp)r which maps to a nonnorm in the fixed field of S/p. Consequently, the associated
